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	Data enrichment and enhancement

	


    




    
    
    
	Business and marketing data enrichment allows brands and businesses to learn more about their users and customers, whether business or consumer. Reduce risk by improving the accuracy, quality, and reliability of data while helping to fill gaps in incomplete data sets. Enrichment also helps to increase the value of data by enhancing it with additional information and intelligence.

Data enrichment and data enhancement is the process of expanding existing data sets with additional information often from third-party sources. This process provides businesses with important information about customers, helping to build a complete and rich customer profile from simple data inputs.

Enriching and enhancing data can help to build a better understanding of the customer and provide insight into their preferences and behaviours. This helps to improve the user experience, build meaningful customer relationships, and create personalised and targeted marketing campaigns.

Related links

What is data enrichment and why is it important?

	






        
        
	








    
    
    


	
    

	
        
            




    
    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Customer and B2C data

                    Customer and B2C data enrichment enhances your marketing efforts through rich consumer demographic data, contact data, geographical data, and behavioural data. Incorporating a process to enrich this data will allow you to know and understand your customer better to market them more successfully.

With access to detailed insight into your prospect and customer, you can build personalised experiences, collect valuable data, identify the needs of your customer, and access information to contribute to strategy development and planning.
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	CRM and sales lead data enrichment

CRM and sales lead data enrichment combine your internal CRM system data with external data sources to build a rich customer profile. Access to basic customer information, such as an address, purchase history, and subscription preference does not reflect who your customer is and what encourages their purchasing decisions.

With Experian data enrichment tools and services, such as ConsumerView and Mosaic, you can enrich your understanding of who is interacting with you and discover the ‘who’ behind your customer data, to help you understand more about your customer and what drives their decisions and purchases. 

Related links

What is data enrichment and why is it important?

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for sales lead data enrichment

    

    
        
            
                ConsumerView can help you improve your understanding of customers by building a picture of consumers with a unique blend of intelligence.

                
                    ConsumerView
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Mosaic is a powerful consumer classification system built for today's multi-channel world. Understand your customers' likely characteristics and communicate in the most relevant ways.

                
                    Mosaic
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	Location and geographic data

If your customers are dispersed across different regions and countries, enriching data may seem like a complex task due to variations and limitations of data acquisition methods. Grouping consumers by geographical location adds location intelligence to your customer data by providing information about people and places in a specific area. This strategy allows you to see where your services and products are being used and identify key regional patterns such as age, expenditure categories and income.

For consistent data enrichment, Experian’s WorldView provides data insights across multiple countries to be used for global location planning, customer insight, and targeted marketing campaigns. With Experian Data Quality, you get access to geolocation enrichment tools that can link to the consumer address.

Related links

What is data enrichment and why is it important?
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                Experian WorldView provides immediate access to geo-level insights to help you make effective location planning decisions and run marketing campaigns globally.
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	Boost sales with high-quality data

Keeping your customer data updated and accurate enables you to identify new potential markets and opportunities with your existing customer base that can ultimately boost sales. Often knowing where your customer lives and their purchase history is not enough, but you can enrich this data by adding additional information such as income, cost of living, and demographical data to identify needs and interests which drives sales.

Related links

What is data enrichment and why is it important?
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                ConsumerView can help you improve your understanding of customers by building a picture of consumers with a unique blend of intelligence.
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                Get in touch

                We can tailor our B2C data solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Organisation and B2B data

                    Organisation and B2B data enrichment for sales and marketing focus on improving, updating, and expanding existing B2B data sets by analysing additional data sources and market insights. The main five types of B2B data include demographic, firmographic, technographic, chronographic, and intent data. This information ensures your data is accurate, complete, and refined.

B2B data enrichment and enhancement will identify redundant information, improve data quality for more informed business decisions, and boost business outcomes.
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	Location and geographic data

Knowing only an address for your prospect is often not enough to reach customers and know regional demand. When location precision is required, an address can only take you so far, which is why location and geographical intelligence and insight have become critical in bridging the gap. Experian geocoding data enrichment allows you to turn location descriptions into precise coordinates to successfully identify and reach customers. Using Experian Quality Data, you can now access point and time zone information and receive a reliable indication of whether an address is a business or residential property.

Related links

What is data enrichment and why is it important?
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	Business marketing database and lists

Business marketing databases and lists include high-value business information of prospective customers that can be used to deliver actionable marketing, increase sales, and brand awareness. Business data from Experian’s National Business Database provides an up-to-date catalogue of UK businesses including business names, contact information, and business demographic data. With access to over five million SME businesses in the UK, this tool can enhance your ability to capture, validate, and manage corporate data.

Related links

What is data enrichment and why is it important?

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for business marketing databases

    

    
        
            
                Level up your marketing campaigns with GDPR verifed records from Experian BusinessView. Start finding new customers today.
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	Industry and sector-specific data

Every industry can benefit from data enrichment and receive improved customer insights, enhanced productivity, and accurate data. For the best results, ensure you know who your customers are and what they care about whether that be in the public sector, health, or utility industry.

With Experian’s Utilities Enrichment, designed to assist the UK energy market, utility industries can simply access customer addresses, utility assets, and consumption data to build improved data sets and gain quality customer insight.
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                Comprehensive, accurate and up to date enrichment for address data.
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                We can tailor our B2B data solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Database enrichment

                    Database enrichment is the process of enhancing your current database by supplementing missing or incomplete data sets and correcting incorrect or mistyped information.  This means adding details to an existing customer, contact, or company information. By accessing a range of internal systems and third-party data, you can enhance, refine, and validate your contact database.
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	Improve data quality

Low-quality, incomplete, outdated, or inaccurate data on the database makes it difficult to identify and maintain contact with your customers. By filling in these missing fields, you can piece together a clear idea of the customer and your target audience. Following a high-quality and standardised data validation routine helps to keep your database clean and accurate in order to increase response rates and reduce operational waste. This becomes possible with Experian Identity Resolution, Data Validation, and Contact Suppression services.

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions to improve data quality

    

    
        
            
                Manage consumer and commercial data matching with confidence, control and transparency.

                
                    Identity Resolution
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Keep your customer contact data up to date and accurate.
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	Extend your data sources

Looking at limited data sources provides only limited insight into the customer. To understand more about your existing customers, you can access third-party data and other external sources that detail demographic, geographic, and behavioural information for a more comprehensive data set. ConsumerView, exclusive to Experian, provides a real understanding of who are your customers down to their estimated income, type of car, and property details to help you build a comprehensive profile of your customers and prospects.

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for extending your data sources

    

    
        
            
                ConsumerView can help you improve your understanding of customers by building a picture of consumers with a unique blend of intelligence.

                
                    ConsumerView
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Understanding the key demographic, transactional and mobility characteristics of consumers, we can build a complete picture of your consumers and predict their likely behaviour.

                
                    Consumer Understanding and Modelling
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	Database integration

Seamless syncing and integration into your choice of database will improve operations, increase employee efficiency, reduce human error, standardise the format, and reduce the risk of data quality being impacted. This process of integration is used to aggregate information from multiple sources, which is then combined and presented as a single data set.
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                Integrate address, email, and phone validation into your favourite applications.

                
                    Data validation integrations
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                We can tailor our database enrichment solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Marketing data enrichment

                    Data enrichment is one of the key ways to optimise marketing efforts and improve sales. Enriched customer data allows marketers to better understand their audience and their purchasing behaviours, including what offers they are interested in, which products or services they are interested in, and what drives them to complete a purchase.
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	Targeting and segmentation

Targeting and segmentation are audience-focused approaches to marketing communications that help businesses send personal and relevant messages to customers. Segmentation is the process of dividing customers into groups based on criteria while targeting is the process of reconnecting with customers for increased sales.

Determining the best variables to segment on is a key challenge for most businesses. To overcome this, it is important to enhance your first-party data to create rich customer profiles that give you the ability to segment customers into personas and cohorts. By doing so, with Experian tools such as Mosaic, you can create marketing campaigns aimed at the right audiences across the right channels that perform against the right metrics. 

Related links

What is data enrichment and why is it important?

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for targeting and segmentation

    

    
        
            
                Mosaic is a powerful consumer classification system built for today's multi-channel world. Understand your customers' likely characteristics and communicate in the most relevant ways.

                
                    Mosaic
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Experian WorldView provides immediate access to geo-level insights to help you make effective location planning decisions and run marketing campaigns globally.
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	Process

You must ensure that enriched data is collected and used in compliance with data privacy regulations and that security measures are in place to protect against data breaches. Using a trusted partner who will ensure the correct protocols and regulations are followed and will implement secure data processes is one of the best ways to assure compliance. With trusted data sources and secure data enrichment, your marketing database is there for you when you need it with instant access.
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	Data appending

Data appending involves filling in and finding missing information or correcting inaccuracies in an existing dataset by supplementing it with external data sources. These sources can include demographic and behavioural data, such as postal addresses. This process aims to enhance customer profiles, enable better segmentation, and support more effective marketing and sales strategies by matching the dataset with accurate and up-to-date external data.

With Experian Identity Resolution services, you can support data appending by helping to match and merge data from various sources. These services are based on advanced algorithms and data entry points that belong to the same individual or entity.
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                Manage consumer and commercial data matching with confidence, control and transparency.

                
                    Identity Resolution
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                ConsumerView can help you improve your understanding of customers by building a picture of consumers with a unique blend of intelligence.
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                    Further reading on marketing data

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    

                

            

        
    






    
    
    


    
        
            
                Get in touch

                We can tailor our marketing data enrichment solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.

            

            
                
                    Speak to an expert
                

            
        

    






    
    
    


	
    

	
        
            





        
        
	








    
    
    


	
    

	
        
            




    
    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Enrichment API

                    Enrichment API makes manual updates a thing of the past and introduces a more effective and efficient alternative to your business. The API (Application Programming Interface) for data sharing and enrichment is a set of coding-based rules that allow applications to communicate with each other. With Experian APIs, your data is updated in near real-time to ensure your data is compliant and up-to-date, without manual and labour-intensive processes.
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	Updating records in real-time

Updating your records in real time is the best way to acquire new leads and quickly offer customers relevant information and experiences. If you want to enrich your customer data as soon as you obtain it, Experian APIs, such as ConsumerView API and Suppressions API, can add data on a record-by-record basis at speed.

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for updating records in real-time

    

    
        
            
                ConsumerView can help you improve your understanding of customers by building a picture of consumers with a unique blend of intelligence.

                
                    ConsumerView
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Keep your customer contact data up to date and accurate.

                
                    Contact Suppressions
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	Enrichment for all sizes of business

If you are unable to commit to a long-term license or are unsure of your data requirement, with Experian APIs you can enrich data on a record-by-record basis giving businesses of every size the opportunity to benefit from data enrichment. This is suitable for businesses that require the freedom to only pay for the data they enhance without committing to a license.
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	Keeping your data up-to-date and compliant

Changes in the population mean that your customer data is constantly decaying. Every year, approximately 3 million people move home, 600,000 people pass away, and around 900,000 register on Telephone Preference Services. Keeping your customer data regularly cleansed ensures you maintain the most accurate and up-to-date view of your customers, to identify those who cannot respond to communications and helps your business operate in a cost-effective manner.

Experian Suppressions API can update records with an ‘opt-out status’ whether that be deceased, gone away, or preference opt-out. The API feeds directly into your databases to periodically cleanse the dataset and flags against incorrect or outdated data.

	






                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions to help keep your data compliant

    

    
        
            
                Keep your customer contact data up to date and accurate.

                
                    Contact Suppressions
                

            

        

    

    





                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    
    
    

    
        
            
                
                    Further reading on data integration

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    

                

            

        
    






    
    
    


    
        
            
                Get in touch

                We can tailor our enrichment API solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Data matching

                    Mass data is often structurally inconsistent and messy with incomplete records and incorrect data sets. Keying is the process of cleaning, standardising, and normalising data to provide a consistent and unique identity for each record.  

Keying is a fundamental prerequisite to help maximise your data matching. Experian Link  keying solution identifies households, families, individuals, and dwellings and assigns unique keys to all data sources. This enables better internal matching of data ready for enrichment. Improving your data match ultimately improves database efficiency.
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	Comply with privacy guidelines

When bringing together data from various third-party sources, it is important to do so in a privacy-compliant manner. By using a trusted partner like Experian, you can be sure that your customer data is kept up to date and enhanced with privacy and compliance at the forefront of everything we do.
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	Improve targeting and marketing campaigns

By establishing a good understanding of your customer with enhanced and accessible data, you can create and distribute better-targeted marketing and digital marketing campaigns to specified groups and segments.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for improving targeted campaigns

    

    
        
            
                ChannelView can help you to communicate with relevant target audiences consistently across traditional and online marketing channels.

                
                    ChannelView
                

            

        

    

    
        
            
                Audience Engine provides instant access to Experian data to execute campaigns across multiple destinations.
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	Use machine learning

Machine learning algorithms are used to optimise match rates between your data and the Experian data sets that you want to use for enrichment.

Experian deploy machine learning to create the best possible matching rule sets for the use cases you have in mind, rather than using it to do the actual matching. Supervised learning techniques like this ensure that the match rules chosen are suited to the use case (neither over-matched nor under-matched) – be that profiling for audience targeting, credit decisioning, or fraud checking.

When exploiting the power of machine learning, we believe you should have complete control of the matching rules created throughout so that you can always answer the question “Why did/didn’t these records match?”. This ensures auditability both internally and with regulators.








                                

                            

                            


    
        

    

    
    





                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    
    
    

    
        
            
                
                    Further reading on data matching

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    

                

            

        
    






    
    
    


    
        
            
                Get in touch

                We can tailor our data matching solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Single customer view

                    A single customer view is a process of gathering all data about every customer and prospect and merging the findings into one single record or report. This showcases a unified customer view and gives you greater insight into your customers to make more informed decisions. By creating a single customer view across all your internal data stores, you maximise your understanding of your customers and prospects and how to better engage and reach them.
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	Customer data platform

A customer data platform is designed for marketing and collects first-party data from customers to build a transparent view of each individual. Essentially, customer data platforms centralise data and make it available to view from a range of systems for marketing strategy, campaigns, customer service, and customer experience. These insights often complete customer profiles and allow you to see how customers interact with your brand to strengthen brand loyalty, offer tailored customer experience and reduce waste.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Solutions for customer data platforms

    

    
        
            
                Single Customer View helps you to create a complete understanding of your customers by consolidating all the data you hold about them in a single place.

                
                    Single Customer View
                

            

        

    

    





                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    
    
    

    
        
            
                
                    Further reading on single customer view

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    

                

            

        
    






    
    
    


    
        
            
                Get in touch

                We can tailor our single customer view solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Customer retention

                    While customer acquisition is the process of attracting and gaining new custom, customer retention focuses on developing better relationships and improving customer experience with existing customers. Whereas customer acquisition campaigns offer quick sales, customer retention is a long-term strategy and is just as important.
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	How to keep your customers engaged

Successful customer retention occurs when you understand customer needs, provide a personal experience, and build a trusting relationship with customers. Brands do this by using a variety of resources including customer segmentation, marketing, and targeting. By identifying consumer patterns and trends in behaviour, you can provide a tailored experience that builds brand loyalty and trust. Additionally, this information helps to identify which customers are most likely to respond to offers, promotional material and social media messages.








                                

                            

                            


    
        

    

    
    





                        

                    

                

            

        

    




    
    
    

    
        
            
                
                    Further reading on marketing

                    
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    

                                
                                

                                

                                

                                

                                

                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    

                

            

        
    






    
    
    


    
        
            
                Get in touch

                We can tailor our customer retention solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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            More on enhanced quality of data

            
            
        

        

    
        
            
                
                    
    
    
    
        

        
        
            
            
            
            Data quality solutions

        

        Make sure your customer data is complete, accurate and fully up to date.
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            Contact data validation

        

        Discover how to verify customer contact details at all stages of the customer journey.
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            Enhanced data and analytics

        

        Tools and solutions to comb through even the largest datasets to deliver better insight.
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Agriculture
Automotive
Automotive Financing
Business services
Charity Sector
Direct to Consumer
Education
Financial Services
Government
Healthcare
Insurance
Intercompany
Manufacturing
Media and Publishing
Mining and Commodities
Property and Construction
Retail
Retail Finance
Technology
Telecoms
Goods Transportation
Travel and Leisure
Utilities
Other
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                                Country *
                                
                                    Country *
United Kingdom
Afghanistan
Aland Islands
Albania
Algeria
American Samoa
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bonaire Sint Eustatius and Saba
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Bouvet Island
Brazil
British Indian Ocean Territory
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Channel Islands
Chile
China
Christmas Island
Cocos (Keeling) Islands
Colombia
Comoros
Congo - the Democratic Republic of
Congo
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Cote D'Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Curacao
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Eswatini
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guiana
French Polynesia
French Southern Territories
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guam
Guatemala
Guinea Bissau
Guinea
Guyana
Haiti
Heard Island and Mcdonald Islands
Holy See (Vatican City State)
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Isle of Man
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea - Democratic People's Republic of
Korea - Republic of
Kosovo
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macao
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Martinique
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Micronesia - Federated States of
Moldova - Republic of
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
North Macedonia
Northern Mariana Islands
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Palestine - State of
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Pitcairn Islands
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Reunion
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
Saint Barthelemy
Saint Helena
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Martin (French part)
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Sint Maarten (Dutch part)
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard and Jan Mayen
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania - United Republic of
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Virgin Islands - British
Virgin Islands - US
Wallis and Futuna
Western Sahara
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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                                By signing up to Experian business marketing communications you will receive the latest research, insight, news and invites to events and webinars. Experian offers a wide range of products and services. We will do our best to send you only communications that we deem to be relevant to you, your job and your business. You can change your mind at any time.
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	A member of the team will be in touch with you shortly.
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